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Wei et al. design a number of numerical modeling simulations using Delft 3D to quantify
the effect of islands near inlets on the hydrodynamics and morphology of bay
environments. The research topic is interesting and of societal importance. Their results
are interesting and well explained in general.

The first figure the authors include in the paper illustrates the potential effects that islands
can potentially play on the hypsometry of bays. Those without islands seem to develop
more shoals and a more distinct tidal channel network than those with islands. This is a
very interesting observation, but the authors do not seem to be able to capture this
dichotomy in their simulations. I would suggest the authors expand the discussion and
mention additional factors that could explain these differences. Maybe additional model
runs in a future paper? Are there alternative geometric arrangements for the islands that
have not been included that could potentially lead to larger differences in bay
morphology? Is there a difference in terms of dredging between bays?

Additional miscellaneous comments:

Line 17: …numerically explore…

Line 62: … the pathway and sediment distribution are different…

Line 76: …have developed…

Line 77: … As showed in Figure 1…



Line 78: In contrast?

Line 95: … as a reference basin size…

Line 106: as follows:

Line 109: … is the relative density (remove and)…

Line 116: I suggest the authors better describe the sensitivity tests.

Line 121: For the initial basin bathymetry an idealized …

Line 142: Islands can potentially be submerged or even disappear…

Line 189: …is shown…

Line 205: …in Figures …

Line 212: …slender tidal channels…?

Line 218: …resulting in the convergence of tidal currents entering …

Line 233: … evolution of a basin

Line 241: …with the tidal basin…

Line 245: Initially the residual currents are 0.4m/s. Not that significant of a decrease?



Line 251: ..of the residual sediment…

Line 268: …to a similar pattern …

Line 301: I would mention early in this section what cross-sectional area the authors refer
to.

Equation (4) – I suggest the authors include the limits of the summatory. Is it a function
of both x and y?

Line 330: …there is a decrease…

Line 374: …the tidal flat slows…

Line 394: …inner basins undergo more erosion…

Line 401: a key role?

Line 439: … will shed light on…

Line 445: centennial
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